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Recent measurements by the arcade2 experiment unambiguously show an excess in the isotropic radio
background at frequencies below the GHz scale. We argue that this excess may be a natural consequence
of the interaction of visible and dark matter in the early universe if the dark matter consists of heavy
nuggets of quark matter. Explanation of the observed radio band excess requires the introduction of no
new parameters, rather we exploit the same dark matter model and identical normalization parameters
to those previously used to explain other excesses of diffuse emission from the centre of our galaxy.
These previously observed excesses include the WMAP Haze of GHz radiation, keV X-ray emission and
MeV gamma-ray radiation.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.
1. Introduction

The arcade2 experiment has reported an excess in radio emis-
sion above the known cmb background at frequencies below the
GHz scale [1]. When combined with earlier data [2–5] the arcade

result implies the existence of a radio background below the cmb

peak which results in a measured antenna temperature that grows
with a power index of approximately three [6]. This radio excess
seems impossible to fit through reasonable modifications to the
spectra of known background radio sources [7,8]. Given the lack
of a conventional astrophysical source several attempts have been
made to explain this excess through a contribution to the radio
background from the annihilation of dark matter [9–11]. We argue
that this radio excess naturally arises if the dark matter is com-
posed of nuggets of quarks and antiquarks bound in a high density
phase. The emission spectrum from these objects as a function of
the visible matter density has been previously calculated and, if
summed over the history of the universe, this radiation could eas-
ily provide the necessary isotropic radio band intensity. This is the
main result of the present work.

We should emphasize that the model for dark matter to be
used in our estimates below has not been invented to explain the
observed excess of radiation in radio bands. Rather, this model had
been introduced with a completely different motivation to be dis-
cussed below. After it’s introduction the model was subsequently
used to explain a number of other excesses of diffuse emission
from the centre of our galaxy ranging over more than 10 orders
of magnitude in energy scale. The present work extends the appli-
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cation of this model from galactic to cosmological scales without
changing a single parameter in the model.

After a brief review of the dark matter model in Section 2 we
analyze the cosmological evolution of the dark matter nuggets in
Section 3. We estimate its potential contribution to the isotropic
radio background in Section 4 where we argue that such a con-
tribution could account for the excess observed by the arcade2

experiment below the GHz scale.

2. Dark matter as dense quark nuggets

It is known that dark matter dominates over the visible mat-
ter of the universe, with which it interacts only weakly, by a factor
of approximately five. While the behaviour of dark matter on the
scale of galaxies and above is well understood there is no gen-
erally accepted model for its microscopic nature. The majority of
dark matter models assume the existence of a new fundamental
particle whose properties are to be inferred from the behaviour
of the dark matter itself. This Letter will consider an alternative
model in which the dark matter is composed of nuggets of stan-
dard model quarks and antiquarks bound in a high density phase.
This class of models (which includes for example Witten’s stran-
glets [12]) is allowed due to the fact that all dark matter detection
experiments are sensitive not to the dark matter cross section but
to the product of the cross section with the number density. Since
only the dark matter mass density, both locally and globally, is ex-
perimentally measured this amounts to a limit on the dark matter
cross section per mass (σ /M). Consequently, composite strongly
interacting objects may be able to constitute the dark matter, de-
spite having a significant interaction cross section, provided their
mass is sufficiently large.
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2.1. The model

In this work we will consider a dark matter model presented in
[13,14] and reviewed in [15]. The basic idea of this model is that
nuggets of dense matter and antimatter form at the same QCD

phase transition as conventional baryons (neutrons and protons),
providing a natural explanation for the similar scales ΩDM ≈ 5ΩB.
Baryogenesis proceeds through a charge separation mechanism:
both matter and antimatter nuggets form, but the natural CP vi-
olation due to the so-called QCD θ term (which was of order
unity |θ | ∼ 1 during the QCD phase transition) drives the forma-
tion of more antimatter nuggets than matter nuggets, resulting in
the leftover baryonic matter that forms the visible matter today.
In different words, while the total baryon charge of the universe
is zero in this model, different components are not equally dis-
tributed between nuggets, antinuggets and the visible matter, i.e.
Buniverse = Bnugget + Bvisible − B̄antinugget = 0. It is crucial for this
mechanism that CP violation can drive charge separation in the
early universe during the QCD phase transition while today the
same source of CP violation can be safely neglected. This is a result
of the well-known resolution of the so-called strong CP problem
with the dynamical axion in which θ ∼ 1 during the QCD phase
transition becomes θ � 0 at a later epoch, see the original papers
[13,14] and review [15] for relevant references and details. Note,
that the idea of a charge separation mechanism due to the local
violation of CP invariance can be experimentally tested at the Rel-
ativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the LHC. We include a few
comments and relevant references, including some references to
recent experimental results supporting the basic idea, in Section 5.

If this proposal is to explain the both the absence of primordial
antimatter in the hadronic phase and the observed visible to dark
matter ratio then the matter composition of the universe should
be roughly one part visible matter, two parts dark matter in the
form of quark nuggets and three parts dark matter in the form of
antiquark nuggets. This composition would explain the dominance
of visible matter over antimatter and the approximately 1 : 5 vis-
ible matter to dark matter ratio, i.e. B̄antinugget : Bnugget : Bvisible �
3 : 2 : 1. Though this ratio cannot be presently computed exactly,
a simple estimate suggests that the three components in this ratio
should be order of one as a result of strong dynamics during the
QCD phase transition when all parameters, including θ are order
of one.

Unlike conventional dark matter candidates, dark-matter/anti-
matter nuggets are strongly interacting but macroscopically large.
They do not contradict any of the many known observational con-
straints on dark matter or antimatter for three reasons: 1) They
carry a huge (anti)baryon charge |B| ∼ 1024, and so have an ex-
tremely tiny number density; 2) The nuggets have nuclear den-
sities, so their effective interaction is small σ/M ∼ 10−10 cm2/g,
well below the typical astrophysical and cosmological limits which
are on the order of σ/M < 1 cm2/g; 3) They have a large bind-
ing energy such that baryon charge in the nuggets is not available
to participate in big bang nucleosynthesis (bbn) at T ≈ 1 MeV.
Weakness of the visible-dark matter interaction is achieved in this
model due to the small parameter σ/M ∼ B−1/3 rather than due to
a weak coupling of a new fundamental field with standard model
particles.

While the observable consequences of this model are on aver-
age strongly suppressed by the low number density of the quark
nuggets the interaction of these objects with the visible matter of
the galaxy will necessarily produce observable effects. The inter-
action between the nuggets and their environment is governed by
well-known nuclear physics and basic qed. As such their observ-
able properties contain relatively few tunable parameters allowing
several strong tests of the model to be made based on galactic
observations. It is found that the presence of quark nugget dark
matter is not only allowed by present observations but that the
overall fit to the diffuse galactic emission spectrum across many
orders of magnitude in energy may be improved by their inclusion.
This includes a number of frequency bands where some excess of
emission, which cannot be explained by conventional astrophysical
sources have been observed. Here we briefly review the status of
several galactic observations which may support the idea of quark
nugget dark matter.

2.2. Excess emissions from the galaxy as viewed from the DM model

The model makes unambiguous predictions about the processes
ranging over more than 10 orders of magnitude in scale. The ba-
sic picture involves the antimatter nuggets – compact cores of
nuclear or strange quark matter surrounded by a positron cloud,
the “electrosphere” with a profile which can be computed using
conventional and well-established physics. Incident matter will an-
nihilate on these nuggets producing radiation at a rate proportional
to the annihilation rate, thus scaling as the product ρV (r)ρDM(r)
of the local visible and dark matter densities. This will be great-
est in the core of the galaxy. To date, we have considered several
independent observations of diffuse radiation from the core of our
galaxy:

• The annihilation of the positrons of the “electrosphere” with
the electrons of the interstellar medium will result in formation
of a positronium which consequently decays. The decay will pro-
duce a 511 keV line and the associated three photon continuum.
Such a spectral feature is in fact observed and has been studied
by the SPI Integral observatory [16]. In our model the proper-
ties of the 511 line are naturally explained: The strong peak at
the galactic centre and extension into the disk must arise because
the intensity follows the distribution ρV (r)ρDM(r) of visible and
dark matter densities [17,18]. This should be contrasted with the
∼ ρ2

DM(r) scaling which arises in the case of dark matter annihila-
tion or ∼ ρDM(r) in the case of decaying dark matter. A distribution
∼ ρV (r)ρDM(r) obviously implies that the predicted emission will
be asymmetric, extending into the disk from the galactic centre
as it tracks the visible matter. Apparently, such an asymmetry has
been observed [19], see also the review paper [20]. The intensity of
the emission of the 511 keV line was used to normalize the line of
sight integral

∫
dr ρV (r)ρDM(r) in our analysis of all other galactic

emissions.
• Positrons closer to the quark matter surface can carry ener-

gies up to the nuclear scale. Some galactic electrons are able to
penetrate to a sufficiently large depth that they no longer pro-
duce the characteristic positronium decay spectrum but a direct
e−e+ → 2γ emission spectrum [21]. The transition between these
two regimes is determined by conventional physics and allows us
to compute the strength and spectrum of the MeV scale emissions
relative to that of the 511 keV line [22]. Observations by the Comp-

tel satellite show an excess above the galactic background [23]
consistent with our estimates.

• Galactic protons may also annihilate with the antimatter com-
prising the quark nuggets. The annihilation of a proton within a
quark nugget will produce hadronic jets which cascade down into
lighter modes of the quark matter. If the energy in one of these jets
reaches the quark surface directly it will excite the most weakly
bound positron states near the surface. These excited positrons
rapidly loose energy to the strong electric field near the quark
surface. This process results in the emission of Bremsstrahlung
photons at X-ray energies [24]. Observations by the Chandra ob-
servatory indeed indicate an excess in X-ray emissions from the
galactic centre [25] with the intensity and spectrum consistent
with our estimates [24].
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• The annihilation of visible matter within the nuggets heats
them above the background temperature. The thermal spectrum
from the nuggets may be predicted based on the emission proper-
ties of the electrosphere along with the annihilation rate at various
positions within the galaxy [26]. The majority of this thermal en-
ergy is emitted at the eV scale where it is very difficult to observe
against the galactic background. However the emission spectrum
will extend down to the microwave scale where it may be respon-
sible for the “wmap haze” [27].

2.3. Prospects for ground based detection

While the galactic backgrounds discussed above may offer in-
direct support for our proposal the possibility of direct detec-
tion through earth based observations should also be consid-
ered. The corresponding questions have been discussed recently in
Refs. [28–30].

The scale of any observable consequences will be determined
by the flux of nuggets through the earth. The local dark matter
density is roughly 1 GeV/cm3 and has a velocity around the galac-
tic scale of v ∼ 200 km/s. Taking these values the mean baryonic
charge of the nuggets then sets the flux expected at the earth’s
surface.

dN

dA dt
= nv ≈

(
1025

B

)
km−2 yr−1 (1)

Thus, if the baryonic charge is on the order of 1025 we should an-
ticipate a flux of one nugget per square kilometer per year with
the flux dropping for larger (and thus less abundant) nuggets. This
flux is well below the sensitivity of any conventional dark matter
searches but, if the energy deposited by such an event is suffi-
ciently large there may still be observational consequences.

A nugget of antimatter crossing the atmosphere will annihilate
any atmospheric material which lies in its path. The atmospheric
mass involved is substantially smaller than that of the nugget and
thus the nugget looses virtually none of its original momentum
and charge, and the total energy released is simply proportional
to the amount of atmospheric material swept up. We may thus
estimate the energy released in such an event as,

Etot = 2Xatc2π R2
n ≈ 107 J

(
Rn

10−5 cm

)2

(2)

where Xat ∼ 1 kg/cm3 is the atmospheric depth. The majority of
this energy will be thermalized inside the nugget however some
may be deposited in the atmosphere in an observable form. While
the energy scale is similar to that released in a typical meteor
event the majority of this energy will be released quiet low in
the atmosphere limiting direct visual observation. It has been also
argued [28] that only a fraction of all molecules incident on the
nugget actually annihilate. Thus, the expression (2) represents a
maximum energy available to the shower with the actual value
likely to be several orders of magnitude smaller.

Recent work has considered the possibility that large scale cos-
mic ray detectors may be capable of observing quark nuggets
passing through the earth’s atmosphere either through the exten-
sive air shower such an event would trigger [28] or through the
geosynchrotron emission generated by the large number of sec-
ondary particles [29]. It has also been suggested that the anita

experiment [31] may be sensitive to the radio band thermal emis-
sion generated by these objects as they pass through the antarctic
ice [30]. These experiments may thus be capable of adding direct
detection capability to the indirect evidence discussed above.

On entering the earth’s crust the nugget will continue to de-
posit energy along its path, however this energy is dissipated in
the surrounding rock and is unlikely to be directly observable.
Generally the nuggets carry sufficient momentum to travel directly
through the earth and emerge from the opposite side however a
small fraction may be captured and deposit all their energy. In [31]
the possible contribution of energy deposited by quark nuggets to
the earth’s thermal budget was estimated and found to be consis-
tent with observations.

The nuggets’ thermal spectrum which may be relevant to direct
detection searches arises as the annihilation of atmospheric or ice
molecules colliding with the nugget raise its temperature causing it
to emit in the radio band. While the density is considerably lower
at the same process will result in radio emission from astrophysical
regions of relatively high density. A critical aspect of the analysis
presented here, as well as that conducted in [26] and [30], is the
relative flatness of the nugget emission spectrum with respect to
black body radiation. To discuss this further we now turn to a more
quantitative description of the thermal spectrum generated by a
nugget of quark matter.

3. Nugget thermodynamics

As discussed above thermal emission from the nuggets may
provide a component of the wmap haze. In investigating this pro-
posal the thermal emission spectrum of a nugget of quark matter
was worked out in [26] where the spectrum was found to be,

dE

dt dA dν
= 4

45
· T 3

Nα5/2

π
· 4

√
T N

me

(
1 + hν

T N

)
e−hν/T N f

(
hν

T N

)
(3)

where T N is the temperature of the quark nuggets and the function
f (x) is defined to be,

f (x) ≡ 17 − 12 ln(x/2) x < 1

≡ 17 + 12 ln(2) x > 1 (4)

It should be noted that the leading order dependence of this spec-
trum on frequency is relatively weak resulting in a near flat spec-
trum at energies below the nugget temperature.

The basic proposal presented here is that while the nuggets
make a contribution to the isotropic background which is much
smaller than that of the cmb at its peak (∼ 160 GHz) the thermal
spectrum of the cmb falls as ∼ ν3 below peak while the nugget
contribution remains essentially constant coming to dominate at
low energies and resulting in an observed isotropic background
temperature that seems to grow with the third power of frequency.

To expand on this basic idea we must estimate the temperature
evolution of the nuggets over the history of the universe. To do this
we compare the rate at which thermal energy is emitted with the
rate at which visible matter deposits energy in the nugget through
annihilations. The integrated thermal radiation from a nugget is
given by,

dE

dt
= 4π R2

N
16

3π
α5/2T 4

N
4

√
T N

me
(5)

This rate should be proportional to the flux of visible matter onto
the quark nugget.

Φvis = ρvisc2 vπ R2
N (6)

The velocity of visible matter drops proportional to the scale factor
while the visible matter density falls as a−3.

Φvis(z) = ρ0c2 v0π R2
N(1 + z)4 (7)

As only a fraction of the energy released through annihilations
is actually thermalized in the nugget expressions (5) and (6) are
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equal up to some multiplicative constant less than one. While
other mechanisms for energy loss exist (such as those leading to
the various galactic sources described in (Section 2.2)) thermal
emission is expected to be the dominant cooling mechanism. This
is due to the fact that the approximately 2 GeV released by the
annihilation of a proton within the quark matter rapidly cascades
down to many low energy excitations of the light modes of the
quark matter. By the time this energy is transported to the quark
surface the individual excitations do not have sufficient energy to
overcome the nuclear scale binding energy of the quark matter and
produce significant levels of particle emission. The same strong
binding force prevents the anti-baryon charge to escape the sys-
tem.

The numerical coefficient relating the annihilation rate and
thermal emission is not a free parameter and it can, in princi-
ple, be computed, the details of such a computation will be com-
mented upon below. This procedure results in a thermal evolution
of the form

T (z) = TLS

(
1 + z

1 + zLS

)17/4

(8)

Here the parameter TLS is the effective radiating temperature of
the nuggets (as it appears in expression (3)) at the time of last
scattering (i.e. during cmb formation). This temperature is calcula-
ble in principle, but is dependent on the fraction of visible matter
which is converted to thermal energy in the nuggets after its an-
nihilation. Rather than attempting a direct calculation of this tem-
perature we shall simply treat it as a phenomenological parameter
to be fit by the data. It should be noted that a very similar cal-
culation was carried out in [26] where it was estimated that, to
provide the observed wmap galactic haze the nuggets must have
a temperature at the eV scale in the galactic centre. As we esti-
mate below, the present density of the visible matter at the centre
of galaxy and the corresponding density at the time of the last
scattering are about the same. Consequently, TLS is expected to be
at the same eV scale estimated in [26]. As mentioned above, we
opted to treat TLS as a fitting parameter which we expect to be in
eV scale range.

To get a basic idea of the scale at which we may expect the
isotropic radio background we may compare it to the foreground
galactic emission which we claim is visible as the wmap haze. In
the environment of the galactic centre with the nuggets carrying a
typical galactic velocity the matter flux onto the nugget scales as

ρvis v ≈ 300
GeV

cm3
· 2 · 107 cm

s
= 6 · 109 GeV

cm2 s
(9)

where we use the average numerical values adopted in [26]. A sim-
ilar calculation at the time of last scattering gives

ρvis v = ρcΩvis

√
2T

me
c(1 + z)3 ≈ 1010 GeV

cm2 s
(10)

The similarity of these scales (9) and (10) indicate that the ini-
tial intensity of this cosmological background should have been
similar to that of the present day galactic spectrum. As the uni-
verse expands and cools the nugget’s contribution to the isotropic
background falls off quickly and photons produced at early times
redshift to lower energies. This process means that, at the present
day cmb peak the nugget background contribution to the spec-
trum is vanishingly small. However, at frequencies below the cmb

peak the flatness of the nugget spectrum causes the background to
eventually emerge as the dominant isotropic radio source.
4. Emission spectrum

Having established the temperature evolution of the nuggets
as well as their thermal spectrum we may now determine the
present day radio background due to the presence of quark matter
nuggets over the history of the universe. This is accomplished by
integrating the source density over all redshifts correcting for the
redshifting of photon frequency after emission.

I(ν) = c

H0

∫
dz

(1 + z)h(z)

ρDM

MN

dE

dν dt

[
ν(1 + z), T (z)

]
(11)

For simplicity this analysis we will ignore the reheating of matter
during structure formation at late times. Obviously a full treat-
ment would involve the clustering of dark matter into the structure
observed in the universe today as was done in [11] and [9]. How-
ever these considerations go beyond the scope of this Letter which
seeks only to demonstrate the feasibility of this mechanism of pro-
ducing an isotropic radio background. In this simplification we are
aided by the fact that the density of visible matter must be quite
strongly enhanced before the nuggets begin to again contribute to
the radio background. By this time the visible matter in the galax-
ies will also be generating radiation at these bands and much of
the radio signal will be lost as a “haze” contribution to the host
galaxies.

Numerical we may estimate the impact of late time reheat-
ing by considering modifications of the thermal dependence given
in (8). For example suppose that at redshift less than z = 10 we
allow one tenth of the dark matter to reheat to a temperature of
1 eV (the present day value in the galactic centre). This will give
produce two terms in the integrand of (11) one with a tempera-
ture falling as before and the other fixed at 1 eV below z = 10.
The contribution of this second term does not strongly impact the
value of the total integral which is heavily weighted towards early
times. Numerically this procedure is found to introduces variations
in the predicted antenna temperature on the order of a few per-
cent across the frequency range considered here. Such a variation
is considerably smaller than the uncertainty in the initial nugget
temperature TLS . Including structure formation would of course
produce a more precise result, and would allow for the consid-
eration of small anisotropies in the resulting radio background but
the present estimate will be taken as sufficient for the purposes of
this work.

With this simplifying assumption the integral (11) may be per-
formed using the nugget temperature dependence given in (8). The
results of this integration are plotted in Fig. 1 for a range of initial
nugget temperatures along with the data point from several rel-
evant experiments. From Fig. 1 it can be seen that the nuggets
make little contribution at frequencies near the CMB peak (as-
sociated with photons emitted at ∼ 0.3 eV at the time of last
scattering) but, due to the relative flatness of the nugget emission
spectrum (3), come to dominate below GHz frequencies where the
thermal spectrum of the CMB photons fall as ∼ ν3. This behaviour
naturally explains the spectral index of γ ∼ 3 described in [6].

5. Conclusion

The main result of this work can be formulated as follows. If
the dark matter consists of heavy nuggets of quark matter in a
high density phase then these objects may have a more complex
thermal history than dark matter consisting of a new fundamental
particle. We have estimated the thermal evolution of quark mat-
ter nuggets from the time the universe first becomes transparent
and determined the impact of this additional source of diffuse ra-
dio emission on the present day background. This analysis finds
that at energies near the cmb peak the nugget contribution to the
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Fig. 1. Predicted antenna temperature assuming that the quark nuggets have a tem-
perature of 0.1 eV, 0.25 eV and 1 eV at the time of cmb formation. Also plotted are
the data points from the radio band observations cited in the text.

radio background is several orders of magnitude below that of the
thermal cmb spectrum. However the cmb spectrum falls of at fre-
quencies below peak much faster than that of the nuggets such
that, at frequencies below roughly a GHz, they come to give the
dominant contribution to the isotropic radio background. As such
the presence of dark matter in the form of quark nuggets offers a
potential explanation of the radio excess observed by arcade2.

We emphasize that the only fitting parameter, TLS entering the
final result presented in Fig. 1 is not really a free parameter, and in
principle can be computed as it is determined by the conventional
well-established physics. We presented the order of magnitude es-
timate TLS ∼ 1 eV, and the fit plotted in Fig. 1 is consistent with
this estimate. One should add that this dark matter proposal may
explain a number of “apparently unrelated” puzzles. All these puz-
zles strongly suggest (independently) the presence of some source
of excess diffuse radiation in different bands ranging over 13 or-
ders of magnitude in frequency. The new element which we advo-
cate in this Letter is that the same dark matter model which offers
a source for these previously discussed excesses of diffuse emission
can also explain that observed by arcade2 in radio bands. In this
case the emission originates primarily from very early times with
z ∼ 103 in contrast with our previous applications which have an-
alyzed only present day galactic emissions.

Finally, what is perhaps more remarkable is the fact that the
key assumption of this dark matter model, the charge separation
effect reviewed in Section 2.1, can be experimentally tested in
heavy ion collisions, where a similar CP odd environment with
θ ∼ 1 can be achieved, see Section IV in Ref. [32] for the details.
In particular, the local violation of the CP invariance observed at
RHIC (Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider) [33] and LHC (Large Hadron
Collider) [34] have been interpreted in [32,35,36] as an outcome
of a charge separation mechanism in the presence of the induced
θ ∼ 1 resulting from a collision. The difference is of course that CP
odd term with θ ∼ 1 discussed in cosmology describes a theory on
the horizon scale, while θ ∼ 1 in heavy ion collisions is correlated
on a size of the colliding nuclei.
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